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This presentation draws on a report produced by Kontigo AB
on commission from the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water 
Management, within the project PartiSEApate.



The purpose of this study
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• Identify and analyse the characteristics of stakeholders 
in the forthcoming MSP process 

• Analyse and characterise the most important 
stakeholders 

• Propose how stakeholder involvement can be arranged, 
based on the above characterisation and an analysis of 
best timing 

• Propose how the international dimension may be 
integrated in the Swedish MSP.



The Swedish Spatial Planning Framework 
– the planning authorities
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The Swedish Spatial Planning Framework 
– wet and dry planning processes
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Questions for our stakeholder study

• What stakeholders are there?

• Why are they stakeholders?

• What forms the basis of their ”stakes”?

• What position of influence do different stakeholders have?

• What are their strategies in relation to the planning 
process?

• What does this say about how to involve them in the MSP 
process?



Four different bases for stakeholder legitimacy

Legal    
legitimacy

Scientific
legitimacy

Political
legitimacy

Economic
legitimacy



Strategic positions of stakeholders

• Proactive stakeholders – are well informed of the MSP-
process, and wish to be involved from early on, and do take
own initiatives

• Reactive stakeholders – are relatively well informed, want
to be involved when relevant, well prepared to defend
their interests

• Dormant stakeholders – are not well informed, does not 
express interests to be involved, but may be ready to
sometimes vigorously defend own interests.



Involving stakeholders of different legitimacy bases
and strategies at different stages in planning process

Clarification

• Invite widely
• Work a multilevel 

approach – not all 
stake-holders are
repre-sented at all 
levels

• Initiate bilateral 
contacts with strong 
but dormant
stakeholders

• Truly allow for 
adjustment to
process

Analysis

• Recognise that
(selection and 
interpretation of) 
data is not objective

• Many stakeholders
have no resoursces
to take an active
part - Work
bilaterally

• Allow for cross-
commentary on 
data

• Involve scientic
community, to
develop alternative 
models and data-
sets.

Planning

• Specific attention to
stakeholders with
strong economic, 
political and 
scientific legitimacy

• Actively support 
small and weak
stakeholders

• Take care to allow
for open ended
processes



Concluding remarks

• Stakeholder involvement is not new to Swedish spatial planning – however
national and international integration is

• Need to raise awareness of stakeholder legitimacy and capacity and to organise
MSP processes in accordance

• Openness and preparedness to real change are crucial at all stages in the planning 
process

• Identify stakeholders of different strengths from early on – actively bring in 
stakeholders of different bases of legitimacy

• Special attention to dormant stakeholders – offer bilateral meetings from early on 
in the process

• Special attention for stakeholders with strong economic, political and scientific
legitimacy

• Allow for an active (bilateral) involvement of small and dormant stakeholders.
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Thank you for listening!

Göran Hallin, Kontigo AB, 

goran@kontigo.se

+46 730 370 723

mailto:goran@kontigo.se

